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Purpose: The aim of the study is to examine the vegan diet which is generally preferred due to ethical
concerns, is against the use of animals in the industrial system and discuss the role of a vegan diet on
individual health and the balance of the ecosystem
Methods: In the search for scientific literature related to this review the US National Library of
Medicine (PubMed) used MEDLINE and Sport Discus data and the terms “genetics”, ‘’ecosystem’’, “vegan
diet”, “vegetarian”, and “healthy nutrition” were used. The relevant literature has also taken its source
from the research of relevant articles from reference lists derived from data studies
Results: Some studies indicate that a vegan diet provides various benefits for health as also according
to some research, it could be also beneficial for the environmental ecosystem. So all these studies related
to the vegan diet, which are claimed to contribute positively to the protection of individual health and
ecosystem balance, should be followed closely.

Conclusion: Studies indicate that because the vitamins and minerals found in fruits and vegetables
have positive effects on many cells involved in immune function, a plant-based (vegan) diet can contribute
to immune system function and help keep the body healthy.
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Introduction
First of all, vegans adopt this philosophy into their lives for various reasons and regulate
their preferences based on them [1]. These reasons could be mainly specified as health,
environment, animal rights, sensory disgust, and so on [2]. For instance, a survey carried out in
2017, which figure is demonstrated below, shows the motives for being vegan in Switzerland
with the rates. In this Figure 1, it is pointed out that the most important motive for being vegan
is animal welfare with the rate of 78%, whereas health reasons come as the last with the rate
of 35%. Besides, according to this survey, the most common motives are stated as ethical
reasons, ecological reasons, and global food security in Switzerland [3]. In vegan diets, foods
or nutritional sources are adopted into daily meals and consumed by vegans considering these
motives. In veganism, which is the strictest form of vegetarianism consisting of a wide range of
classifications depending upon the appropriate choices of animal products and plants, animal
products are completely avoided and a plant-based diet is adopted [4]. In these diets, fruits,
vegetables, nuts, whole grains, soy seeds [5-7], legumes, and healthy fats are mostly preferred
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and consumed as nutritional sources and the benefits of them on
health are also reported [8,9]. These diets generally include high
levels of magnesium, folic acid, vitamin C and E, iron, and fiber,
whereas they might be also lower in saturated fat, cholesterol, long-
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chain n-3 (omega 3) fatty acids, vitamin D, calcium, zinc, and B-12
[10]. However, with suitable planning, avoided foods and products
might be substituted to compensate for the lack of lower levels of
vitamins and other minerals in these diets.

Figure 1: A survey showing the motives for adopting a vegan diet in Switzerland in 2017. 78% of the motives are
formed by animal welfare, while the second one is the ethical reason at a rate of 60%. In addition, 58% of them are
ecological reasons, whereas 40% of them are global food security. In the last Place, there is “own health” at a rate of
35% [3].

Discussıon
According to a study consisting of 450,000 participants, it is
pointed out that every 50 grams of processed meat per day increase
the risk of cardiovascular and malignant mortality at a rate of
18% since there are carcinogenic nitrosamines, cholesterol, and
saturated fats [11], which shows that when the benefits of a plantbased diet, such as a vegan or vegetarian diet, are considered, the
consumption of processed meat should be limited. Instead, a vegan
diet might be encouraged. In a study, which aim was to determine
the association between overall cancer cases and dietary patterns
such as vegan, lacto-vegetarian, non-vegetarian, pesco-vegetarian,
and so on among 69,120 participants of the Adventist Health
Study-2, with 2939 cancer cases, it was found that there was a
statistically significant decrease of the risk of the gastrointestinal
system cancers for vegetarians and lacto-ovo-vegetarians, while
there was statistically significant protection detected against
overall cancer cases in both genders and for female-specific cancers
risk of vegans [12]. In a study carried out by Tom et al. [13] with
77,659 participants, it was reported that when compared with
non-vegetarians with a comparable background, vegetarians
have a 22% lower risk of all colorectal cancers. In addition, it is
also demonstrated that a pescovegetarian diet was linked with
the lowest risk of colorectal cancer, which is a 43% lower risk,
whereas semi-vegetarians were associated with the highest risk
among other plant-based dietary patterns, which is at the rate of
8%, closer to the risk that meat-eaters face [13]. Apart from other
studies, surprisingly, in a study carried out by Marlow et al. [14] it
is reported that adopting a plant-based diet as a nutritional lifestyle
could contribute to the three-fold reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions that would support climate change mitigation [14], which
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indicates vegan diet could provide benefits on the environment as
vegans pursue this aim at some point.

Conclusion

The number of people who prefer vegan nutrition is increasing
day by day, considering the possible harms that may be caused
by animal-based nutrition in order to protect the ecosystem. It
is emphasized that a plant-based diet style can help individuals
protect against chronic, degenerative, inflammatory diseases and
control their body weight. Apart from that, they are thought to be
less frequently affected by viruses, bacteria, and similar diseases,
as they contribute to immune system function. In addition to all
these, there are many examples of successful athletes in the world
of sports, showing that vegetarian diets can be very beneficial and
effective for athletes, together with a balanced and appropriate
nutrition plan. For this reason, to raise awareness about the benefits
of vegetarian nutrition on athlete health, vegetarian diets should be
carefully examined so that it may be possible in terms of revealing
important results about vegetarian nutrition. As a result, as is
indicated in different studies, the number of vegans is increasing
worldwide day by day and every day new people adopt this lifestyle
and regulate their preferences based on this ideology. When all the
advantages of a vegan diet are considered, awareness related to
this plant-based diet such as veganism should be increased more
and more. In addition, vegans should be encouraged and the bias
toward veganism should be removed by increasing the knowledge
and sharing information among people.
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